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all students not to return to campus after spring 
break, which was due to begin that Friday. It was all 
in an effort to slow the spread of the coronavirus, 
to protect those who were especially vulnerable to 
infection, and to limit the reach of covid-19, the re-
spiratory disease caused by the virus, into the Har-
vard community.

AMID THE MOUNTING changes during that remark-
able week and the one that followed, the Ed School 
— which had been actively planning behind the 
scenes for all scenarios, even before the universi-
ty’s guidance — underwent its own speedy remak-
ing, shifting its operations to an entirely online en-
vironment; assisting its students, faculty, and staff 
in a rapid relocation and a plunge into the new nor-
mal; and finally closing all of its buildings. 

The Ed School navigated the dramatic shift by 
quickly embracing three priorities, which helped to 
hold the uncertainty at bay: health and well-being, 
academic progress for students, and community 
and connection. Every decision over the follow-
ing weeks and months would be guided by — and 
would have to serve — those priorities.

With spring break providing a week’s window 
to prepare, units across the school — master’s 
program directors and administrators, faculty 
licensure leads, the Ed.L.D. team, the doctoral 
program team, the Harvard Teacher Fellows — mo-
bilized rapidly to consider the student experience 
and the academic, social, and professional support 
structure they could offer, partnering with teams 
in  Information Technology, the  Teaching and 
Learning Lab (tll), the Office of Career Services, 
and other offices across the school.

“I have never been prouder of the commitment 
and resiliency of this community in how we have 

And yet the dizzying series of events that led 
us to where we are now — and have given the Ed 
School’s centennial year a far different flavor than 
we’d anticipated just weeks before — somehow still 
seemed to unfold suddenly, without time to adjust.

Harvard issued its first community-wide advi-
sory about the new disease on January 24, as the 
spring semester began, in a message from Univer-
sity Health Services. The message read that the uni-
versity was monitoring the outbreak in China, and 
it encouraged many of the hygiene practices that 
have since become standard: vigorous and regular 
hand-washing, no touching your face, cough into 
your elbow. 

Harvard went on to issue a series of escalating 
travel advisories: discouraging and then forbid-
ding university-related travel to China, to a wider 
range of affected areas, and finally, to anywhere at 
all — and strongly discouraging travel for personal 
business as well. Also unfolding at a fast clip: ambi-
tious efforts to track, assess, and monitor the health 
of Harvard affiliates or visitors who were arriving 
from abroad, and efforts to institute social distanc-
ing measures on campus.

Things accelerated on March 6, when Provost 
Alan Garber and Executive Vice President Katie 
Lapp sent a community email that imposed re-
strictions on the size of campus gatherings (forbid-
ding meetings of more than 100 — this would later 
drop to 25 and then 10). For the first time, Harvard 
advised the community to begin considering how 
they could transition meetings, work, and events 
to remote venues.

But even with the perspective of hindsight, the 
university’s communication on Tuesday, March 10, 
still feels shocking. On that day, President Larry Ba-
cow informed the community that Harvard would 
transition fully to virtual instruction and would ask 

In retrospect, it was clear that the novel coronavirus that had begun circu-
lating and sickening people in China, starting in late 2019, would spread. 
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rallied to support each other and to advance our 
work and our mission despite the many personal 
and professional challenges caused by the cov-
id-19 crisis,” says Dean Bridget Long. “These are 
extraordinary times, and I am grateful to our fac-
ulty, students, staff, and our extended hgse alumni 
community for their boundless dedication.”

Indeed, the pace of change seemed to bolster ex-
isting community strengths, wrote Academic Dean 
Nonie Lesaux  in a letter to faculty at the end of 
spring break. “It was a week where we experienced 
the best of hgse in so many respects — the talent, 
the sense of care, and community among the facul-
ty and our administrative staff; our collective com-
mitment to student supports; and, most clearly, our 
ability to mobilize in service of our mission. Next 
week, a new chapter begins, and we will continue 

to push forward with purpose, impact, and commu-
nity in mind.”

As of this writing, we’re two and a half weeks 
into virtual classes. What does this brave new 
world look like? What are the opportunities that 
online learning may be offering to faculty and stu-
dents? Can the Ed School’s community — its val-
ues and its hopes — expand into the virtual world? 
That’s the experiment that’s playing out right now. 
One thing is clear: This community is already find-
ing new ways to support one another — from a dis-
tance, yes, but also as close as your laptop screen.

Turning on a dime, the school’s Information 
Technology unit and its Teaching and Learning 
Lab jumped with remarkable speed to equip fac-
ulty with tools, in-person and online support, and 
thorough guidance on teaching remotely — largely 

In mid-March, stu-
dents started moving 

their belongings home 
and Harvard Square 

started to empty out. 
Face masks became a 

common sight. 
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via Zoom, the web video conferencing technology 
that has become the centerpiece of online learning 
at Harvard this spring. The tll engaged with 75 
faculty members during the week before the online 
transition, providing substantive consultation to at 
least half. Informal drop-ins were offered all day on 
each of the five days of spring break, along with for-
mal training sessions on getting started with Zoom, 
best practices in online pedagogy, and how to tran-
sition final products, among other topics. The tll 
even hosted practice teaching sessions using stu-
dent volunteers, allowing faculty members to get 
a glimpse of what an actual online class would feel 
like. Zoom was already part of the university’s stan-
dard suite of work-based software applications — an 
easy-to-use solution for faculty seeking to bring vir-
tual guest speakers into class — but any bets as to 
whether the system would be robust enough to sup-
port an entire university were not a sure payoff.  

And yet, it was. The first several days after spring 
break were chaotic, bumpy, but largely free of ma-
jor obstacles. By week’s end, about 60 Ed School 
faculty members had completed a pulse survey 
sent by the Dean’s Office, with almost 95 % report-
ing somewhat positive or very positive teaching 
experiences (and almost twice as many “verys” as 
“somewhats”). On March 25, the Thursday of that 
first week back from break, Harvard hosted 7,800 
classes on Zoom, with 87,000 participants across 
the university. Help desk requests had already gone 
back down to normal levels, and things were operat-
ing relatively smoothly.

Ed School faculty had the benefit of a one-stop 
online teaching shop, as the tll quickly launched a 
comprehensive support site with an astonishing ar-

ray of remote teaching resources. In fact, Ed School 
faculty services have become a model for the uni-
versity, according to Lesaux, with many elements 
— workshops, one-on-one coaching, and even the 
pulse survey — being adopted across Harvard’s 
campus. The tll offered virtual teaching lunches 
so faculty could share successes and challenges; it 
has also maintained a faculty discussion board and 
a faculty-sourced collection of tips.

“I have found the transition to online learning 
and to Zoom very positive on balance,” says Profes-
sor FERNANDO REIMERS, ED.M.’84, ED.D.’88. “My classes 
have gone much better than I expected. What I most 
like is the ability to seamlessly integrate instruction 
and whole class discussion, breakout room discus-
sions, and the use of the chat facility. I also think it 
is empowering to students to be on a level playing 
field with faculty in adjusting to the new technol-
ogy; they’ve seen me at the beginning of the class 
asking them for help in finding the breakout but-
ton, and I’ve been ending classes asking them for 
advice on how to make the classes better.”

Other faculty have shared similar stories of trial 
and error. “To lighten the ‘tech-load’ for my three-
hour course (and in response to student feedback),” 
one instructor reported, “I am trying to prerecord 
about 45 minutes of content so they can watch it 
anytime, in advance of our class meeting. Our syn-
chronous time is focused on group activities, dis-
cussion, Q&A, etc., and we can shorten class time 
accordingly. We also open the Zoom session early 
for hangout time.”

Another instructor focused more on the intan-
gibles, telling students that “instead of expecting 
a ‘perfect’ course, they should see themselves as 

Students in the Ed.L.D. 
Program hosted a “Dig-
gin’ Deep for Diversity 
Dinner” series online. 
It was one of the many 
social activities students 
started on Zoom as a way 
to stay connected
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part of a generation that is experimenting with 
new technology and has the responsibility to un-
derstand its limitations and possibilities.” Another 
found that “it helps to change up the rhythm. Take 
stretch breaks occasionally. Have everyone un-
mute and say something together! I did a shout-out, 
and they seemed to enjoy it; it lightened the mood.”

Many worried about how to preserve classroom 
community. “Both of my courses are small,” Se-
nior Lecturer Carrie Conaway says, “and students 
said they were worried about losing the sense of 
community we had built. One idea I had for main-
taining it was to set the Zoom for my synchronous 
classes to start at quarter til the hour and run 30 
minutes past the end, with students entering auto-
matically and unmuted. That way they can catch 
up informally before and after class, in as close an 
approximation as I could create online.”

Other faculty use playlists to welcome students 
into the room, or they experiment with Zoom back-
grounds or ask students what’s happening in their 
particular settings — connecting in ways that feel 
intimate, despite the distance. With no “front row/
back row” dynamic in Zoom, faculty are finding that 
class participation has been rich, and that students 
are creating their own spaces for collaboration. 

Faculty have been more intentional than usual 
about slowing things down to check in with their 
students — not only with master’s students, with 
scant weeks left in their Ed School experience, but 
with doctoral students (who were likely to experi-
ence interruptions that could delay their academic 
progress), Ed.L.D. students (some of whom were in 
residency and navigating the consequences of the 
outbreak that rippled across the field), and their 
own teaching fellows, who were being extended 
in new ways as they assisted with course logistics. 

“The determination and spirit of caring I’ve seen 
from our teaching teams — faculty, teaching fel-
lows, faculty assistants, and so many others — has 
been incredible,” says MATT MILLER, ED.M.’01, ED.D.’06, a 
senior lecturer and associate dean for teaching and 
learning. “I am especially heartened by the extent 
to which our faculty are working so hard to sustain 
community and caring in their classes. We may be 
physically distancing, but we are socially strong.”

Indeed, students had to navigate breathtaking 
change — in their living situations (approximately 
140 relocated to another city or country), their fi-
nancial situations, their learning experiences, their 
dissertation and capstone defenses (now virtual), 
and in the shape of their job searches and future 
planning. They reacted with honesty and with a 
striking level of grace. They received a range of in-
person and online resources, including emergency 
funding from the Ed School, travel and visa assis-
tance, and a range of other supports from the Office 
of Student Affairs. Students were granted extended 
deadlines to drop classes and much more flexibility 

With schools shuttered across the country and in many parts of the 
world, the unprecedented and fast-changing needs of educators and 
families are motivating Ed School faculty and students to share re-
sources for bringing learning home. Including:

3 Education Now (hgse.me/EdNow), a new initiative that includes 
resources for educators, leaders, and families; a webinar series to share 
insight and guidance on navigating today’s complex landscape; and 
thought leadership from Harvard faculty about the crisis and opportu-
nity in education.

3 The school and Associate Professor SARAH DRYDEN-PETERSON, 
ED.D.’09, launched a daily children’s book series called Books of Belong-
ing, where Dryden-Peterson reads aloud books that give educators and 
families a way to help children process feelings and worries that may 
be relevant today — feelings of belonging, disruption, health, missing 
friends, and home. The Books of Belonging series is posting daily on 
Facebook and YouTube. 

3 HGSE faculty have been sharing their perspectives on the crisis: 
For example, Jal Mehta wrote about deeper learning at home for Educa-
tion Week; Paul Reville wrote about the need for a whole-child paradigm 
shift in The 74; and KAREN MAPP, ED.M.’93, ED.D.’99, began offering a 
webinar series with Scholastic to help schools partner with parents at 
this uncertain time.

3 Lecturer LAURA SCHIFTER, ED.M.’07, ED.D.’14, shifted much of the 
remainder of her federal policy class for students to consider the policy 
response to COVID-19 and come up with proposals to be considered 
in the wake of the crisis. She also pulled in three students to help her 
produce a piece for the Century Foundation on the ramifications for 
special education. 

3 In Associate Professor Karen Brennan’s class, as students were 
exploring how narratives and creative production can motivate learn-
ing, the group’s four student-facilitators designed an instructional ac-
tivity that was particularly resonant. Students broke into small groups 
to examine topics related to our current situation, such as managing 
media consumption, staying physically fit, and fostering mental well-
being. Each small group developed a visualization to creatively capture 
advice related to their topic — including the graphic shown here, which 
was created by ANNIE WANG, a graduate student in the class who also 
attends MIT.

HOW THE ED  
SCHOOL IS  
SUPPORTING  
THE FIELD
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Lecturer HADAS EIDELMAN, ED.D.’14, 
wrote this essay after the  
last in-person meeting of S030,  
Intermediate Statistics for  
Educational Research. 

On the Thursday of the last week of 
in-person class meetings (March 
12), I asked students in my stats 
class whether this would be their 
last class before the school shifted 
online, and most of them said that 
it was. I was already planning for 
some sort of closure to our experi-
ence, but it was sobering nonethe-
less to realize that for most of the 
students there, this was a very 
poignant turning point in their lives.

Matt Miller, dean for teaching 
and learning, had encouraged fac-
ulty to spend class time that day 
checking in with students, so I had 
planned to start class talking about 
how everyone was doing with the 
transition. If we also got some 
stats content in, then great, but we 
wouldn’t worry if we didn’t (and we 
didn’t). We had each person share:

3 One thing they were nervous 
or worried about as we shift to 
online learning;

3 One hope they had for this 
experience; and

3 An intention or idea about 
how to support themselves or each 
other as we all go through this.

•  •  •

It was one of the most beautiful 
and powerful experiences I’ve had.

Some students cried and 
shared personal fears for loved 
ones, themselves, and for society.

They expressed disappoint-
ment at how their year here was 
not going to end the way they 

had thought it would. They ac-
knowledged that there was room 
to grieve this loss, despite the 
concern that doing so might seem 
almost selfish or be in tension with 
the knowledge that we are all mak-
ing a sacrifice in order to protect 
those more vulnerable than us.

They talked about the need to 
be kind and forgiving to one an-
other and ourselves and to respect 
each other’s fears and worries.

They were hopeful that maybe 
some good would come of this, and 
that as a society we might reevalu-
ate our priorities.

They talked about how this may 
seem unprecedented for many of 
us, but that there are groups of 
people who have been experienc-
ing this sort of upheaval, fear for 
safety, geographic displacement, 
and other related circumstances 
as a way of being for a long time. 
They expressed both anger that it 
takes something like this for many 
people to take notice, and also 
hope that society will listen to the 
wisdom of those who have been 
ignored.

We did not do one bit of stats 
(although we did walk through a 
visual of flattening the epidemic 
curve and related the exponential 
spread of COVID-19 to the loga-
rithms we’d — ironically — been 
studying in that unit). But it was 
a profoundly powerful experience 
that was cathartic and served 
as a bridge between our in-class 
learning and our move online. A 
few students were actually joining 
us virtually via Zoom during that 
last class, already in their safe 
places, and I think (minus some 
minor technological glitches) the 

experience of hearing their worries, 
hopes, and intentions was reassur-
ing for all of us as a model of the 
connectedness we could hold onto 
as we stepped into this unknown.

I think that all of us in that 
S030 classroom — the students, 
our teaching fellows Jane and 
Rosa, and myself — were funda-
mentally in an experiential place 
where building connection and 
addressing our collective well-
being seemed necessary. Not 
getting through the slides seemed 
small compared to the potential 
disengagement that could have 
resulted from not establishing our 
connectedness in a grounded and 
vulnerable way ahead of this shift. 
It was a powerful reminder of the 
centrality of relationships that 
always sits at the heart of teaching 
and learning.

After everyone had spoken, I 
wanted to share handwritten cards 
prepared for the students. The 
message was the same in each: 
thanking them for being a part of 
this course; thanking them for un-
expectedly being a part of this new 
and unfamiliar experience we will 
share; letting them know that even 
though we’re disappointed, we’re 
also looking forward to finding new 
ways to be together. 

Instead of just handing out the 
cards, it seemed more fitting to call 
each person’s name separately. 
Someone joked that it might be the 
closest they would get to a gradu-
ation, and it turned into a beautiful, 
campy, pseudo-ceremony. I’d call 
someone’s name, their classmates 
would cheer for them, we’d bump 
elbows, and then onto the next 
one. I think we all needed it.

A SEND-OFF, THEN ON TO A NEW REALITY
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in changing the grading basis of their classes.
“These past few weeks have only further under-

scored the centrality of emotions and relationships 
in learning,” Associate Professor Karen Brennan 
says. “You’re not going to be ready to learn if you’re 
not in a good emotional place, which so many of us 
have absolutely not been in. And if you don’t have 
relationships with and among members of a learn-
ing community, you have an extremely limited 
window into understandings of (and ability to be 
responsive to) the emotional landscape.”

As the physical campus became quiet, the 
school’s digital campus roared to life with virtual 
yoga classes, dance parties, mindfulness meet-
ups, equity chats, and cocktail parties. Team Con-
nect, a group of deans, faculty, students, and staff, 
launched a weekly crowd-sourced video series, 
a series of Ask Me Anything events with faculty, 
and the school’s signature community storytell-
ing series, Double Take, to be held virtually in 
the spring. Using its convening power, the school 
quickly launched the hgse Leadership Series, a vir-
tual speaker series giving students access to leaders 
from across education and beyond. The first guest, 
who appeared in conversation with Dean Long, was 

A sight not often seen 
during the acadmic year: 

An empty Harvard Yard

Summer 2020

Paul LeBlanc, a remote learning pioneer and presi-
dent of Southern New Hampshire University. Other 
scheduled guests included John King Jr., GEOFFREY 
CANADA, ED.M.’75, and DARIENNE DRIVER HUDSON, ED.M.’06, 
ED.D.’14.

With Harvard’s in-person Commencement 
postponed, and a digital ceremony planned in its 
place, community and connection feel even more 
essential, Long says.

“In undeniable ways, this has been a time of 
sadness and disappointment. It is so unfortunate 
that we will not gather together in person for Com-
mencement and all of the other events that make 
spring at hgse such a special time of year.  Still, I 
have taken solace in being able to see many of the 
faces of my students, our alumni, and our colleagues 
— along with their children and pets! — on Zoom,” 
says Long, who has hosted everything from casual 
coffee hours to informative community meetings to 
hours of planning meetings on that ubiquitous web 
platform. “We may be physically distant from one 
another, but this remains a vibrant, supportive, and 
resilient community.”
BARI WALSH IS THE DIRECTOR OF EDITORIAL STRATEGY AT 
THE ED SCHOOL. SHE WROTE THIS STORY IN LATE MARCH.
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